
Introduction: 
● Satisfaction Survey feature allows the customer to send a feedback on the support 

experience he/she receives. 

● Survey feature helps in determining the staff’s performance in terms of customer 

service. 

● Satisfaction Surveys can be triggered based on two conditions:  

●           - For all staff updates 

●           - For moving ticket statuses 

Note: Satisfaction survey will be triggered when you use the "quick reply" feature if you 

have configured the survey to be triggered "For all staff updates"  

● Satisfaction Survey results are collated and are available in reports. This can be 

downloaded in csv/xls formats. 

● This feature will be available on the following pricing plans: Fantastic and 

Enterprise. 
Setting up a Satisfaction Survey: 

1. To create a Satisfaction Survey, go to "Manage >> Satisfaction Surveys" 
Note: This link is available only to roles who have been assigned with the “Add Surveys” 
permission. 

 

1. On clicking on Satisfaction Surveys, the page displays the list of already existing 

surveys. To add a new survey, click on the “Add new survey” button. 

 

1. Click Add new survey to create a new survey. 

https://support.happyfox.com/staff/kb/edit/kb/article/87-perform-quick-reply/
https://www.happyfox.com/help-desk-price/
https://www.happyfox.com/help-desk-price/


 

● Survey Name: Enter the name to be given for the Survey. 

● Sending Rule: There are two types of sending rules 

1. On all staff replies 

2. Upon moving ticket to status. 

● Rating Choices: Enter the rating to be given in the Positive, Neutral, and Negative 

rating text box. Neutral Rating is optional. 



On selection of “On all staff replies”, the survey will be sent to the user on every staff 

reply. 

 

 On selection of “Upon moving ticket to status(es)”, survey will be sent to the user based 

the selected status. 

  

On selection of “Upon moving ticket to status(es)”, survey will be sent to the user based 

the selected status.  

This movement in status can happen in two ways: 

● Status Transition with a staff reply. 

● Status Transition without a staff reply. 

Status Transition with a staff reply 

In cases wherein status transition happens with a staff text message, the survey credit for 

the survey will go to the staff who sent the text message.  

Status Transition without a staff reply 

In cases wherein status transition happens without a staff text message, the survey credit 

will be awarded based on the following rules. 

Ticket moved manually: 

1. If the ticket is assigned to an agent, but closed by assignee or a different agent the 

survey credit will be tied to assignee. 

2. If the ticket is unassigned but closed by an agent, the survey credit will be tied to last 

replied agent. 



3. If the ticket is unassigned and unresponded but closed by an agent, the survey credit 

will be sent to the closing agent. 

 

Ticket moved by Smart Rule: 

1. If the ticket is assigned to an agent and Smart Rule closes the ticket, the survey credit 

will be tied to that agent. 

2. If the ticket is unassigned and Smart Rule closes the ticket, the survey credit will be tied 

to last replied agent. 

3. If the ticket is unassigned and unresponded but closed by a Smart Rule, the survey will 

not be sent. 

 

If you prefer the survey to be sent only if the status transition is made along with a staff 

reply, turn ON the below setting: 

"Trigger survey only when status change is done along with staff reply" 

Manual Surveys: 

Enabling the Manual Survey option, will allow a staff to manually trigger the survey for a 

ticket at any point of time. 

 

● Email Message: Email message field will have a default template and the template 

can be edited. 



 

4. When a staff updates the ticket, an email with the survey is triggered and sent to 

customer. The below confirmation will be displayed with the survey details. 

 

To manually trigger the survey, a staff would have to click the Trigger Survey button on 

the bottom of the ticket page. 

 

The manual trigger's satisfaction credit works as follows: 

● If the ticket is assigned to the staff triggering the survey, the manual survey 

credit will go to them. 

● If the ticket is assigned to someone else, the staff would need to choose whether 

the manual survey credit goes to them or the assignee, before sending. 



●  

● If the ticket is unassigned, the survey credit goes to the staff triggering the 

manual survey. 

●  

5. Once the survey is sent, the customer will receive the following email: 

 

Note: 

1. If there are multiple recipients to an update made on a ticket, like CC recipients, the 

survey is sent out only to the customer, who raised the ticket. 

2. The From name and From email id displayed in the survey email, will be the category 

name and category email id. 

6. When the customer clicks on the rating, either satisfied or unsatisfied, the user will be 

routed to a confirmation page for the feedback. 



  

7. The staff’s “ticket update” will be updated with the response to the survey, as submitted 

by the customer. 

 

8. The Customer Satisfaction reports can be viewed under the “Reports” tab. 

“Overview" report: 

 

“By Staff” report: 

 

The “By Staff” report can be exported to either CSV or Excel formats by clicking on the link 

provided. 

“By Customer” report: 

 

The “By Customer” report can be exported to either CSV or Excel formats by clicking on 

the link provided. 



The downloaded CSV/Excel file shows the ticket IDs and the satisfaction rating received for 

each ticket. 

 


